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Abstract. The declarative modeling language Alloy and its automatic analyzer
provide an effective tool-set for building designs of systems and checking their
properties. The Alloy Analyzer performs bounded exhaustive analysis using offthe-shelf SAT solvers. The analyzer’s performance hinges on the complexity of
the models and so far, its feasibility has been shown only within limited bounds.
We present a novel optimization technique that defines program slicing for declarative models and enables efficient analyses exploiting partial solutions. We
present an algorithm that computes transient slices for Alloy models by partitioning them into a base and a derived slice. A satisfying solution to the base
slice is systematically extended to generate a solution for the entire model, while
unsatisfiability of the base implies unsatisfiability of the entire model.
By generating slices, our approach enables constraint prioritization, where
the base slice assumes higher priority than the derived slice. Compared to the
complete model, base and derived slices represent smaller and, ideally, simpler
sub-problems, which, in turn, enables efficient analyses for the underlying SAT
solvers. Our approach analyzes the structure of a given model and constructs a
set of candidate slicing criteria. Our prototype tool, Kato, performs a small-scope
analysis for each criterion to determine whether declarative slicing optimization
provides any performance gain and, if so, to select a criterion that is likely to provide an optimal performance enhancement. The experimental results show that,
with declarative slicing, it is possible to achieve significant improvements compared to the Alloy Analyzer.

1 Introduction
Testing and verification become more challenging as software systems grow in complexity. Automated techniques are even more critical today to achieve a certain level of
confidence in software quality. Alloy [5] is a declarative modeling language that can
be used for building designs of systems. Together with its fully automatic analyzer [6],
Alloy provides an effective tool-set for checking system properties.
Alloy is a first-order relational logic with transitive closure, which allows expressing rich structural properties using succinct and intuitive path expressions. The Alloy
Analyzer translates Alloy models into Boolean formulas using a scope—bound on the
universe of discourse—provided by the user, and uses off-the-shelf Boolean satisfiability (SAT) solvers to generate a satisfying instance for and determine the consistency
and feasibility of the Boolean formulas. Since Alloy’s analysis is valid with respect to a
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given bound, the analyzer’s failure to generate a satisfying instance does not amount to
a proof of non-existence of satisfying instances. It is therefore natural for Alloy users to
(iteratively) check the formulas using a bound as large as is feasible within the amount
of time they have.
The Alloy Analyzer already incorporates a variety of optimizations to improve the
solving time by generating optimized Boolean formulas such as symmetry-breaking
and type-based reduction of variables [10]. In past work [7], we presented a suite of
optimizations inspired by traditional compiler optimizations, such as common subexpression elimination and loop unrolling, to perform source-to-source translations on
Alloy models to enable the SAT solvers to perform more efficiently. However, the main
limitation with the analyzer is that it generates one (typically large) SAT problem, which
can choke the underlying solver.
In this paper, we present a new class of optimizations, declarative slicing, which
are inspired by program slicing for imperative languages [14] but are applicable to
analyzable declarative languages, in general, and Alloy, in particular. We present a novel
algorithm for slicing declarative models. Given an Alloy model, our prototype tool,
Kato, uses a slicing criterion to partition the model into a base and a derived slice. A
base slice consists of a subset of the model constraints that constrains only the relations
specified by the slicing criterion. A satisfying instance for the base is systematically
extended into a satisfying instance for the entire model using the derived slice, while
unsatisfiability of the base implies unsatisfiability of the entire model.
We use the partial solution support in the KodKod relational engine [11] for extending a satisfying instance of a base slice to a satisfying instance for the original model.
We first generate a partial instance solving the base slice, and then we conjoin that
instance with the constraints defined on the derived slice and re-execute the analyzer.
Since slices typically consist of only a strict subset of the original model, the slices
translate to smaller Boolean formulas with fewer variables. Even though this method
executes SAT twice, each time it executes on, ideally, a simpler Boolean formula than
the one that represents the whole model, which enables more efficient analysis for the
underlying SAT solvers.
Slicing enables constraint prioritization [15] since a base slice assumes a higher priority than the derived slice. However, the potential performance improvement of using
declarative slicing depends on how a given model is partitioned into slices. Kato performs a static analysis of the model to identify a set of candidate slicing criteria, where
each criterion defines a valid base slice for the model. The candidate set is formed using the free variables that appear in each constraint. To select a slicing criterion that
would provide a likely optimal performance gain, we perform a heuristic evaluation.
The evaluation performs declarative slicing for each slicing criterion for a small scope
and considers the overall solving time as the basis for selection.
While slicing in the context of Alloy is not a new idea because, for example, the Alloy Analyzer only translates the formulas that are relevant to the command being analyzed (akin to dead code elimination), we present a fundamentally different approach to
slicing. Our slicing algorithm introduces a transient notion of slicing for Alloy models.
Even though we partition the given model into a base and a derived slice, the partitioning is to optimize the underlying analysis, and the final result pertains to the complete
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model. Our technique thus, applies even when the entire model is necessary to compute
the result of the analysis. This contrasts even with traditional program slicing for imperative languages, where only the computed slice is of interest and the rest of the code
is considered irrelevant and hence ignored [14].
We have evaluated the potential speedup in solving time that Kato can provide using
a suite of benchmark examples that model structurally complex data. The results evince
the existence of opportunities for significant performance gains. This paper builds on
our FSE 2006 poster presentation [12] and ICSE 2007 tool demonstration [13] and
makes the following contributions:
– We introduce the notion of transient program slicing for declarative specifications;
– We present an algorithm that computes transient slices for Alloy models by partitioning them into base and derived components;
– We present an algorithm for solving declarative models using slices; and,
– We present experimental results that show significant opportunities for optimizing
analyses of Alloy models using slicing.

2 Example: Binary Search Tree
This section illustrates our optimization technique using a binary search tree example.
We describe the example using Alloy notations [5]. Section 4 presents a more detailed
discussion of our approach.
2.1 Alloy Model: Binary Search Tree
Consider a binary search tree [2], which is acyclic, satisfies the search constraints, has
parent pointers and caches the number of nodes in the tree. The Alloy model for this
data structure is shown in Figure 1.
The keyword sig is a declaration and introduces a set of (indivisible) atoms; the
signatures BinaryTree and Node respectively declare a binary tree atom and a set of
node atoms. The fields of a signature declare relations. The field root introduces a
relation of type (BinaryTree x Node) and left, right and parent relations of
type (Node x Node). lone indicates that these relations are partial functions. The
field key declares a partial relation of type (Node x Int) and specifies that the tree
stores integer values at each node, where Int is a built-in Alloy type that represents the
domain of integers. size relation has a type (Tree x Int) and caches the number of
nodes in the tree.
The Acyclic predicate constrains the structure to be acyclic. The predicate is a
universally quantified (all) formula which represents an implicit conjunction of three
sub-formulas. The expression t.root.*(left+right) defines all the nodes reachable from the root node following zero or more traversals along the left and right
children. The operator ‘*’ denotes reflexive-transitive closure. The first sub-formula
uses the quantifier lone to say that all nodes are either left or right child of another
node or none. The second sub-formula says that a node’s itself is not reachable by
following its left and right children. The operator ‘+’ denotes set union and ‘˜’ denotes transpose of a relation.The expression n.ˆ (left+right) represents the set of
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sig BinaryTree { root : lone Node }
sig Node {
left, right, parent : lone Node,
key : Int }
pred Acyclic(t:Tree) {
all n: t.root.*(left+right) {
lone n.∼(left+right)
n !in n.ˆ(left+right)
no n.left & n.right }}
pred Search(t:Tree) {
all n: t.root.*(left+right) {
all n’: n.left.*(left+right) | int n’.key < int n.key
all n’: n.right.*(left+right) | int n.key < int n’.key }}
pred Parent(t:Tree) {
all n, n’: t.root.*(left+right) | n in n’.(left+right) ⇔ n’ = n.parent
no t.root.parent }
pred Size(t:Tree) {
int t.size = #(t.root.*(left+right)) }
pred Generate[t:Tree] {
Acyclic[t] && Search[t] && Parent[t] && Size[t]}
run Generate exactly 1 Tree, exactly 8 Node
Fig. 1. Alloy model for binary search tree. The model captures acyclicity, search, size
and parent constraints.

all nodes reachable from n following one or more traversals along the left and right
fields. The operator ‘ˆ’ denotes transitive closure. The third sub-formula says that left
and right children are distinct using the set intersection operator ‘&’.
The Search predicate defines the ordering over the integer values stored at each
node using a nested quantification. The keyword int represents the actual integer value
denoted by the expression it precedes, for instance, ‘n.key’. The operator ‘<’ is used
for integer comparison.
The Parent predicate defines the parent pointer for each node and that root node
has no parent. The operator ‘⇔’ represents bi-implication.
The Size predicate constrains the size field to represent the number of nodes in the
tree. The ‘#’ operator denotes the set cardinality.
To instruct the analyzer, we formulate the Generate predicate specifying the constraints and write a run command stating that we want to generate a binary search tree
with exactly 8 nodes.
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Performance of the Alloy Analyzer: Invoked on the Generate predicate, the analyzer takes 4.05 seconds on average to generate a binary search tree with exactly 8
nodes. An instance satisfying all the model constraints is illustrated in Figure 7(b). As
the scope increases the solving time increases significantly; for example, the analyzer
takes 128.78 seconds for scope 12 and 538.54 seconds for scope 16 on average. Due to
the increasing size of the generated Boolean problem, the Alloy Analyzer (the underlying SAT solver) fails to generate a binary search tree instance beyond scope 16 within
a reasonable time (1 hour).
Declarative Slicing: We next illustrate how using declarative slicing can improve the
solving time. We compare our approach against the conventional use of the analyzer,
where models are solved in a single execution of the underlying SAT solver. Given
the same Alloy model for binary search tree, Kato identifies a set of candidate slicing
criteria and selects a likely optimal one by evaluating each criterion for a small scope.
For the binary search tree example, Kato identifies the following set of relations as the
slicing criterion:
c = {root, left, right, parent}

The base and the derived slices are generated based on the given criterion. With
declarative slicing, we solve the base slice first and then conjoin that instance with the
constraints defined on the derived slice and re-execute the analyzer with this new SAT
problem. Our approach improves the solving time significantly, where it takes 0.77
second on average to generate a binary search tree with exactly 8 nodes. An illustration
of declarative slicing is shown in Figure 7. This amounts to a performance gain of
5.24 times. As opposed to the behavior observed with the conventional approach, the
analysis time does not increase drastically as the scope increases. It takes 1.81 seconds
for scope 12 and 2.90 seconds for scope 16. In addition, we were able to generate a
binary search tree with 32 nodes in 23.84 seconds on average using the same slicing
criterion, which is far beyond the largest scope, 16, we were able to reach with the
conventional approach.

3 Background: Alloy and Program Slicing
3.1 Alloy
Alloy [5] is a first-order declarative language based on sets and relations. The Alloy
Analyzer [6] is a tool for automatically analyzing models written in Alloy. The analyzer
translates Alloy models into boolean formulas and uses off-the-shelf SAT technology
to solve the formulas. The analyzer consists of the following: a front-end that parses
Alloy models into an intermediate representation (IR), a set of optimizations on this IR,
and a back-end that translates IR into boolean formulas.
Each Alloy model consists of data (i.e., sets and relations), formulas that constrain
data, and commands that represent invocations of the analyzer. The formulas can be
structured using predicates (i.e., parameterized formulas that can be invoked elsewhere),
which the analyzer inlines. Additionally, each analysis specifies a scope (i.e., a bound
on the size of basic sets within which to check the formulas). The analyzer translates
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a conjunction of all formulas relevant to the command being executed into a boolean
formula—the boolean formula has a solution iff there are some sets and relations that
satisfy all the constraints represented by the relevant Alloy formulas (thus providing a
satisfying instance). Alloy is a relational language; every expression in Alloy denotes a
relation (or a set in the case of a relation of arity one). Even the scalars are represented
as singleton sets. More details of the Alloy language are available elsewhere [5].
3.2 Constraint Partitioning and Prioritization
Yuan et. al. introduces constraint prioritization to address some of the challenges in
constraint-based verification of electronic designs [15]. Instead of solving a set of constraints as a whole, some constraints may assume higher priority than others. In such
a case, the variables constrained by the lower-priority constraints can be decided using
the valuations to the higher-priority constraints. For example, in our binary search tree
example, one can generate a binary tree based on the constraints pertaining to the tree
properties and then assign integer values to the nodes in this tree to satisfy the search
constraints. However, they also note that the necessary information for how to partition
the constraints is usually only known by the user. They propose that the user can either
provide priorities or specify the constrained variables for each constraint.
Given a set of constraints, constraint prioritization enables identifying independent
subsets of those constraints that can be analyzed independently and/or incrementally.
Yuan et.al. [15] presents a framework for constrained functional verification, where
prioritization is used as a technique to minimize representation of constraints and complexity of constraint solving as well. Constraint prioritization provides for enhanced
expressiveness of constraints, but simplification of complicated constraint system into
manageable blocks which make constraint solving more efficient.
Yuan et al. also uses constraint partitioning to partition constraints by identifying
disjoint input variable support within the constraint, which enables solving each partition separately. While this approach is based on the assumption that disjoint sets of
variables exist in a constraint, our approach follows a partitioning approach based on
the semantic information observed in Alloy models. In either way, the main benefit of
partitioning is reduction in problem size and, therefore, more efficient SAT solving.

4 Our Approach
4.1 Alloy Language Structure
An Alloy model consists of first-order logic formulas over free variables (relations).
Figure 2 shows the language syntax for a subset of Alloy along with how free variables
are computed for each formula type. An Alloy instance represents a valuation to all
the declared relations such that the formulas evaluate to true; in other words, all the
model constraints are satisfied. Mathematically, an instance i is a function from a set
of relations R to a power set of tuples 2T where each tuple consists of indivisible atoms,
i.e., i: R -> 2T . Thus, for each Alloy relation, an instance gives the set of tuples that
valuate the relation.
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Language Syntax

Free Variables

model ::= relDecl∗ f ormula
f ormula ‘f ::=
f ormula binOp f ormula
mult expr
not f ormula
expr [not]compOp expr
quantif ier varDecl+ f ormula

fv (f.lef t) ∪ fv (f.right)
fv (f.expr)
fv (f.f ormula)
fv (f.lef t) ∪ fv (f.right)
fv (f.f ormula) − fv (f.varDecl)

expr e ::=
expr binExprOp expr
unaryOp expr
rel
var

fv (e.lef t) ∪ fv (e.right)
fv (e.expr)
e.identif ier
∅

relDecl r ::= rel : arity
varDecl v ::= var : expr
rel ::= identifier
var ::= identifier
arity ::= 1 | 2 | ...

∪ fv (r.rel)
fv (v.expr) − fv (v.var)

binOp ::= and | or | implies | iff
mult ::= one | lone | some | no
compOp ::= in | =
quantif ier ::= all | some
binExprOp ::= + | & | − | . | → | ++
unaryOp ::= ˜ | ˆ | ∗

Fig. 2. On the left column, a subset of the Alloy language syntax is shown. For each language
construct, right column shows how corresponding set of free variables are computed.

To solve a formula, the Alloy Analyzer uses a scope that bounds the universe of
discourse. The Kodkod back-end of the Alloy Analyzer allows specifying a scope using
two bounds: a lower bound and an upper bound on the set of tuples that any valuation of
a relation may take. Any instance must satisfy the following property: for every relation,
each tuple in the lower bound must be present in the instance and no tuple that is not
in the upper bound may be present in the instance. Hence, a lower bound represents
a partial solution for a given model. Kodkod’s support for partial solution is one of
the key advantages for efficient analysis. Mathematically, a bound b is a pair of two
functions: a lower bound l and an upper bound u, each of type R -> 2T . An instance
can equivalently be viewed as a bound b = [l, u], where l = u.
Thus, an Alloy model can be seen as a triple d, s, b, where d represents the data
elements, i.e., declared relations, s represents the formula that constrains the data elements (i.e., constraints), and b represents the bound on the universe discourse. We
assume
 (without loss of generality) that s is a conjunction of several sub-formulas, i.e.,
s = si .
4.2 Declarative Slicing
Declarative slicing is an optimization technique that exploits partial solutions for efficient analysis of declarative specifications. It is inspired by program slicing for imperative languages [14], and is applicable to analyzable declarative languages, in general,
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all n: t.root.*(left+right) | lone n.∼(left+right)
all n: t.root.*(left+right) | n !in n.ˆ(left+right)
all n: t.root.*(left+right) | no n.left & n.right
all n: t.root.*(left+right) {
all n’: n.left.*(left+right) | int n’.key < int n.key }
all n: t.root.*(left+right) {
all n’: n.right.*(left+right) | int n.key < int n’.key }
all n, n’: t.root.*(left+right) |
n in n’.(left+right) ⇔ n’ = n.parent
no t.root.parent
int t.size = #(t.root.*(left+right))
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//{root, left, right}
//{root, left, right}
//{root, left, right}
//{root, left, right, key}
//{root, left, right, key}
//{root, left, right, parent}
//{root, parent}
//{root, left, right, size}

Fig. 3. F ree variables for each sub-formula is shown next to it in parenthesis. This form is
equivalent to the original model.

and Alloy, in particular. Our technique introduces an alternative way to analyze Alloy
models and provides significant performance enhancement compared to the conventional use of the Alloy Analyzer.
With declarative slicing, an Alloy model is partitioned into a base and a derived slice,
where each slice is a disjoint subset of the model constraints. A base slice is defined by
a slicing criterion, c, which is a set of relations to be constrained by the constraints in
the base slice. Given a model and a slicing criterion, our algorithm (Figure 4) generates
the base and the derived slices. The base slice is analyzed first and then the constraints
in the derived slice are used to extend a satisfying instance for the base into a satisfying
instance for the entire model (Figure 5).
Considering all the relations declared in a given Alloy model, there can be many
different slicing criteria, hence many different base slices. We refer to the set of all possible criteria for a model as the set of candidate slicing criteria. Note that a model itself
can also be considered as a slice with a slicing criterion consisting all the declared relations. Recall that slicing optimization aims at improving the performance of the Alloy
analyzer by generating smaller and, ideally, simpler sub-problems from the complete
model: The performance gain that can be achieved varies based on the partitioning defined by a particular slicing criterion. From the set of all candidate criteria, we select
a criterion that would provide a likely optimal improvement in solving time using a
heuristic evaluation (Section 4.3). Next, we describe the notion of slice, the algorithm
for constraint partitioning and how we solve Alloy models using slices.
Definition 1. Let R be the set of all relations. Let Rb and Rd partition R. Let fb be the
formulas in f that only involve relations in Rb . Let I be the set of all instances of f .
Let Ib be the set of all valuations to relations in Rb and Id be the set of all valuations to
relations in Rd . Rb defines a base slice if and only if:
∀ib ∈ Ib | fb (ib ) ⇒ ∃id ∈ Id | f (ib ++ id )
Essentially, a base instance represents a partial solution for the complete model and
the key idea behind declarative slicing is to extend this solution to a complete solution
using the derived slice. However, it is also possible for a particular partial instance to
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a base slice, there is no way to extend it to a complete instance using the given scope.
Such cases can be handled by using an enumerating SAT solver, such as mchaff [8].
Enumerating partial instances continues until there is one that can be extended, which
we refer to as filtering. Indeed, if no such partial solution is found it means that the complete model is unsatisfiable for the given scope. Therefore, it is imperative to identify a
base slice properly (if there exists any) to prevent inefficient applications of declarative
slicing.
Constraint Partitioning. To generate slices, we use a constraint partitioning algorithm
as described in Figure 4. The algorithm traverses the abstract syntax tree (AST) of a
given model and evaluates each formula based on the provided slicing criterion. For
this, a preprocessing is performed on the AST before the algorithm starts. First, the
composite constraints (e.g., nested quantified formulas) are broken into sub-formulas
by a mechanical transformation. This form represents the model as a conjunction of
sub-formulas. Figure 3 shows this form for the binary search tree model (Section 2).
Next, the algorithm computes the free variables for each sub-formula. Figure 2 shows
how free variables are computed for a subset of the Alloy language constructs. Free variables for a formula states which variables (relations in Alloy models) are constrained
by that formula. Free variables for the sub-formulas of the binary search tree model are
also shown in Figure 3.
After the initial preprocessing, each sub-formula is evaluated based on the given
slicing criterion: If a formula contains a free variable that is not part of the slicing
criterion it is deleted from the model; hence, it is not included the base slice and added
to the derived slice. As a result, the algorithm generates two disjoint subsets from the
model’s sub-formulas, where the conjunction of the base slice sb and the derived slice
sd is equivalent to the original model, s: s ⇔ sb ∧ sd . Figure 6 show an example for
how base and derived slices are formed.
Approach for Slicing-based Constraint Solving. We provide an algorithm (Figure 5),
which enables a fully automatic solver for declarative slicing. The algorithm takes as

Formula, Formula Slicer(Model s, SetRelation c){
Formula base = s.formulas();
Formula drv = true;
SetRelation R = s.relations();
for(Formula f: s.formulas()){
if (fv (f) ⊆ c){
base = base.remove(f);
drv = drv.and(f);
}
}
return base, drv;
}
Fig. 4. Algorithm for slicing an Alloy model
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Instance SlicingSolver (Model s, SetRelation c){
Slice sb , sd = Slicer(s, c);
Bound bound = sb .bound().update(null);
IteratorInstance itr = Alloy.solveAll(sb, bound);
Instance I, Ib = itr.getNext();
while(Ib .outcome = = SAT){
bound = sd .bound().update(Ib);
I = solve(sd , bound);
if(I.outcome() = = SAT)
break;
else
Ib = itr.getNext();
}
return I;
}
Fig. 5. Algorithm for analyzing an Alloy model using base and derived slices
c = {root, left, right}
sb = all n: t.root.*(left+right) | lone n.∼(left+right)
all n: t.root.*(left+right) | n !in n.ˆ(left+right)
all n: t.root.*(left+right) | no n.left & n.right
sd : all n: t.root.*(left+right) {all n’: n.left.*(left+right) | int n’.key < int n.key }
all n: t.root.*(left+right) { all n’: n.right.*(left+right) | int n.key < int n’.key }
all n, n’: t.root.*(left+right) | n in n’.(left+right) ⇔ n’ = n.parent
no t.root.parent
int t.size = #(t.root.*(left+right))
Fig. 6. For the given slicing criterion, the base and the derived slices represent a disjoint subset
of the sub-formulas shown in Figure 3
.

input an Alloy model, s, and a slicing criterion for the base slice, c, and generates a
satisfying instance for the model by analyzing the base and the derived slices and combining their solutions. Successive calls are made to the analyzer to generate a complete
instance satisfying all the model constraints. We first generate an instance for the base,
and then extend the instance with respect to the derived slice. In case a base instance
cannot be extended to a complete solution, we continue enumerating the base instances
until either a satisfying instance is found or all the base instances are exhausted. The
later case implies the unsatisfiability of the entire model.
The algorithm extends a base instance into an instance for the complete model by
conjoining the base instance with the derived slice. This is achieved by tightening the
bound for the derived slice, which forces the lower and upper bounds to be equal to the
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valuations in the base instance for the base relations ( sd .bound().update(Ib) ).
This guarantees the satisfaction of base constraints in the final solution. In addition, the
final solution includes valuations for the relations constrained by the derived slice and
satisfies the derived constraints on all relations.
Illustration. Consider the base and the derived slices in Figure 6. Invoking the Alloy
Analyzer on the base slice results in the following valuation, Ib , for scope 3, which is
graphically illustrated in Figure 7(a):
BinaryTree = { BT0 }
root = { <BT0, N0> }
right = { <N0, N2> }

Node = { N0, N1, N2 }
left = { <N0, N1> }

We run the analyzer on the derived slice and set the lower and upper bounds for the free
variables that are solved for base (i.e., BinaryTree, Node, root, left and right) to
the values in the instance Ib . The analyzer generates a satisfying solution for the entire
model, I, by combining the valuations in Ib with the new relations Int, size, key and
parent:
Int = { 0, 1, 2 }
size = { <BT0, 3> }

key = { <N0, 1> <N1, 0>, <N2, 2> }
parent = { <N1, N0>, <N2, N0> }

Figure 7 (b) graphically illustrates this tree, which is indeed a binary search tree.
4.3 Selecting a Likely Optimal Criterion
Previous section described the declarative slicing optimization in detail. It is important
to note that the efficiency of the optimization heavily depends on the selected slicing
criterion. We introduce a heuristic evaluation approach as an enabling technique for
the declarative slicing optimization. Using sub-formulas and free variables generated
during initial preprocessing (Figure 3), we identify a set of candidate slicing criteria.
Each criterion in this set represents a valid partitioning. We evaluate each candidate for a
small scope to; (1) determine whether the optimization is likely to produce a significant
performance gain, and (2) if so, select a likely optimal criterion.
Intuitively, slicing criteria could be selected from the power set of declared relations
for a given model. However, such an approach would cause a substantial amount of
analysis overhead to find an optimal criterion; for example, the binary search tree model

root

root

N0
N1

N2

(a)

3

N0 1

p

r

l

size

l

p
r

N1 0

N2 2

(b)

Fig. 7. Base and complete solution. (a) An acyclic binary tree. (b) An acyclic binary search tree
with size field and parent pointers. The small unlabeled square represents the BinaryTree
atom BT0; nodes N0 , N1 , N2 are Node atoms. Edges represent valuations of binary relations.
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{root, left, right, size, parent, key}

{root, left, right, size}

{root, left, right}

{root, left, right, parent}

{root, left, right, key}

{root, parent}

Fig. 8. Partially ordered set of free variables for the binary search tree model

we used earlier declares 6 relations, which results in 64 distinct set of relations that
could be use as slicing criteria.
Slicing (constraint partitioning), ρ can be thought of as a function from a slicing
criterion, c, to a base slice, sb ,: ρ : c → sb . Given a random criterion, it may map to
an empty slice, i.e., there is no constraint in the model that constrains only the relations
in that criterion. For example, using {root,left} as the slicing criterion for the binary
search tree example would map to an empty slice: ρ({root,left}) → ∅. This indicates
that a slicing criterion, c, is valid candidate if and only if there is at least one sub-formula
si that the set of its free variables is a subset of c: fv (si ) ⊆ c.
Using this as the basis of our approach, we use free variables of the sub-formulas to
prune the candidate set, where each distinct set of free variables is a candidate slicing
criterion. Using the binary search tree example again, we identify that there are only 5
different slicing criteria that would map to a base slice (numbers next to each criterion
indicate the sub-formulas from Figure 3 to be included in the base slice):
ρ({root,
ρ({root,
ρ({root,
ρ({root,
ρ({root,

left, right})
left, right, key})
left, right, parent})
left, right, size})
parent})

→ sb = 1
→ sb = 1
→ sb = 1
→ sb = 1
→ sb = 7

∧
∧
∧
∧

2
2
2
2

∧
∧
∧
∧

3
3 ∧ 4 ∧ 5
3 ∧ 6
3 ∧ 8

The set of candidate slicing criteria can also be shown as a partially ordered set
using subset inclusion as in Figure 8. The partially ordered set of free variables reflects
a hierarchy of criteria, as in this case, including only 5 criteria. The topmost criterion
includes all the declared relations in the binary search tree model, which defines a base
slice as the complete model. Following the downward arrows, each criterion defines a
smaller base slice, where the criteria at the bottom defines the smallest possible base
slices that can be generated for the model. This approach helps us work with a small
candidate set; however, we still have to try each criterion to select an optimal one.
Heuristic Evaluation. Once the candidate set is generated, we perform a small-scope
analysis on each slicing criterion. The analysis executes the declarative slicing optimization with each candidate criterion and evaluates the results with respect to performance. The assumption is that the performance observed during small-scope analysis
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indicates the performance for larger scopes as well. As a result of the evaluation, we
expect to find a criterion that is likely to provide an optimal performance gain. In case
there is none, declarative slicing is not effective for the given model due to the fact that
we cannot find an appropriate partitioning.
For each candidate criterion, we collect and evaluate overall analysis time and relative complexity of the Boolean formulas generated by the Alloy Analyzer. If an optimal
base slice exists, we expect to be able to observe it through these variables. Note that,
we compare the performance against the conventional use of the Alloy analyzer. Next,
we describe each variable and why they are important to measure performance of the
analyzer.
Overall Analysis Time: Overall analysis time T consists of both the time required to
translate an Alloy model into a Boolean formula and the time spent during SAT solving.
Generally, translation takes much less time than SAT solving. A proper slicing criterion
would be likely to yield a significantly better overall analysis time for declarative slicing, Tds , compared to the conventional use, Tconv : λT = Tconv ÷ Tds > 1.
Complexity of the Boolean Formula: Complexity C of a Boolean formula (generated
by the analyzer) can be expressed with respect to the number of variables and clauses
used in that formula: V, C. With our slicing optimization, we generate two smaller
sub-problems representing the same Boolean formula; i.e., base,Vb , Cb , and derived,
Vd , Cd . While the total number of primary variables is equal to the original formula,
V = Vb + Vd , the total number of clauses used for the base and the derived slices
decreases: Cb + Cd < C. This is because each slice contains a subset of the model
constraints defined on a subset of the relations. We expect a proper partitioning to yield
a ratio greater than 1 for complexity: λC = Cconv ÷ (Cb + Cd ) > 1.

5 Experiments
The sections first presents experimental results, and then presents a discussion of our
technique and some future work.
5.1 Results
We present evaluation for three Alloy models: binary search tree, doubly-linked list, and
red-black tree [2]. We run the experiments with our prototype tool, Kato, implemented
as an extension to the KodKod relational engine and use MiniSat SAT solver [3]. The
experiments were run on a Windows XP machine with 1.8 GHz processor using Java 2
SDK 1.5.
Table 9 summarizes the results we obtained from small scope analysis for each subject. Binary search tree and doubly linked list models are solved for scope 8 and redblack tree for scope 7 due to the model’s complexity. While doubly linked list is a
cyclic data structure, the tree subjects are acyclic. Red-black tree can be seen as a more
constrained version of binary search tree, where nodes have color attributes. We generated 10 different instances for each criterion. The overall analysis times, Tconv and
Tds , represents the average time to generate one instance. Detailed times for base and
derived slices are not tabulated due to space considerations. The number of clauses for
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slicing criteria

solving time
Tconv Tds λT
Binary Search Tree (scope=8)
{root, lef t, right}
4.12 0.82 5.01
{root, lef t, right, size}
4.12 0.81 5.06
{root, lef t, right, parent}
4.12 0.79 5.29
{root, lef t, right, key}
4.12 7.24 0.57
{header, next}
{header, next, size}
{header, next, prev}
{header, next, key}

Doubly Linked List (scope=8)
2.34 0.12 19.50
2.34 0.12 19.50
2.34 0.09 26.00
2.34 3.89 0.60
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Cconv

clauses
Cb , Cd 

λC

23496
23496
23496
23496

8319,10826
9543,9636
9324,10388
21251,1365

1.23
1.23
1.19
1.04

19177
19177
19177
19177

7076,4003
7636,3600
8058,3731
18125,676

1.73
1.71
1.63
1.02

Red-Black Tree (scope=7)
{root, lef t, right, color}
4.61 0.42 10.89 14379 7621,3743 1.27
{root, lef t, right, color, size}
4.61 0.48 9.65 14379 8140,3366 1.25
{root, lef t, right, color, size, parent} 4.61 0.61 7.52 14379 8834,3110 1.20
Fig. 9. The results obtained from small-scope analysis for subject models. For space considerations, criteria causing filtering are not included in the table. One important observation is the
consistency between the λT and λC values.

each Boolean formula generated by the Alloy analyzer is also shown in the table. The
analyzer finds satisfying solutions for all three subject models.
The speed-up in solving time, λT , and the reduction in the formula size, λC , are used
for selecting a likely optimal slicing criterion as highlighted for each subject. Overall analysis times indicate significant performance gains for some of the slicing criteria, while
some others provide either a smaller or negative gain. While we use the speed-up as the
basis for evaluation, the performance gain and complexity reduction variables are consistent with each other for all cases, which we consider as an interesting point for further
exploration. Our assumption is that the criterion with the highest positive gain represents
a likely optimal base slice. Indeed, when we run declarative slicing optimization with the
identified criteria on the binary tree and the linked list models, we achieve substantial
performance improvements for larger scopes. This is mainly because as the scope increases SAT problems face a state explosion problem, where slicing addresses this issue
by generating smaller sub-problems. While the conventional approach fails to generate
instances for binary search tree beyond scope 16, Kato is able to test scope 32 only within
24 seconds on average. Similarly, Kato can generate doubly linked list instances with 32
nodes in 20.59 seconds on average using the slicing criterion identified by our approach.
While we were also able to achieve speed-ups for the red-black tree, the largest scope
we were able to reach with declarative slicing was 14. For the same model, the conventional approach failed to generate instances for scope 8. In its simplest terms, this is
because the red-black tree is a more complex data structure; therefore, the analysis cannot scale. In the declarative slicing case, note that every criteria (except the ones causing
filtering) contains the color field, which causes most of the complex constraints to be
included in each corresponding base slice. While declarative slicing helps the analyzer
to scale, for this reason, it is not as significant as the other subject models.
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In addition to the tabulated criteria, there some others that cause filtering, i.e., not all
base instances can be extended for that particular base slice (not included due to space
considerations). Main reason for this is that the generated base slice is underconstrained
and satisfying instances for those slices are often invalid with respect to the complete
model. These are identified during analysis and discarded from the candidate set, which
is crucial for pruning the candidate set even further. For all subject models, the results
indicate that declarative slicing optimization enables efficient analysis and our approach
identifies a likely optimal slicing criterion.
5.2 Discussion
Our approach for slicing declarative models opens a new avenue for developing a range
of novel optimizations for analyzing Alloy models. To illustrate, consider the Search
constraints for binary search tree (Section 2). There is no reason why we must use
a SAT solver or a Java program for that matter to computes the values of keys. We
could instead use a dedicated solver, such as the Omega library [9] or CVC-lite [1], for
integer constraints. Thus, Kato enables the use of a variety of solvers (and optimizations
as well) in conjunction, and we plan to explore this further.
Currently, Kato makes successive invocations to the analyzer and the underlying SAT
solver to identify a proper base slice. As the experiment results suggest, there is a direct
correlation between the overall analysis time and the size of the Boolean formula generated by the analyzer. We strongly believe that more efficient techniques can be developed by introducing a tighter integration between the semantic and structural properties
of declarative models and the internal decision procedures of SAT solvers. We are planning to explore ways to use such properties to directly influence the decision procedures,
such as branching heuristics and learning procedures [16], within SAT solvers.
It is worth pointing that the problem of generating boolean formulas that optimize
analysis of underlying SAT solvers is particularly challenging because the performance
of SAT solvers cannot be described in any simple terms. There are two guiding heuristics in the field: reducing the number of variables tends to reduce the solving time
(presumably because it reduces the search space that the SAT solver must explore) and
increasing the number of constraints also tends to reduce the solving time (again because it reduces the search space). These are just heuristics and do not hold always [4].
In the context of Alloy the problem is even more interesting because of the semantic
information associated with models and the optimizations done internally. We plan to
systematically explore these issues.

6 Conclusion
We have presented declarative slicing, a novel optimization that defines program slicing for declarative models and enables efficient analyses exploiting partial solutions. As
opposed to the conventional use of the analyzer, where models are solved in a single
execution of the underlying SAT solver, our approach identifies two sub-problems for
a model and solves each problem separately and combines their solution. This not only
enables the Alloy Analyzer to scale to larger scopes, but it is also complementary to the
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other optimizations addressing the scalability problem. Since the slices generated by
the incremental analysis are valid SAT problems, our optimization can be used in conjunction with other optimizations to further improve the performance. The experimental
results show that it is possible to achieve a significant improvement in the solving time
for Alloy models. We believe analyses based on program slicing hold a lot of promise
for efficiently checking declarative specifications.
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